
How Pakistan’s Support for 
the Taliban Backfired 





INTRODUCTION 



For the last 20 Years, government and people in 

Pakistan held that an Afghanistan ruled by the 

Taliban would be a boon to Pakistan’s security.  



Islamabad has long supported the 

Taliban with the understanding that the 

militants could help them reduce India’s 
Influence in Afghanistan 



But since sweeping back to power, the Taliban have 

confirmed how misguided the conventional wisdom 
truly was.  

Pakistan has become less safer, 

after the Taliban’s victorious march 
into Kabul 



HOW HAS IT BACKFIRED 

PAKISTAN ? 



1) Policies due to 

misconception 

Since its creation in 1947, 

Pakistan has based mostly 

its security policies on the 

notion that India, seeks its 
dissolution. 



Pakistani leaders have 

imagined that India desires to 

undo the partition from British 
India. 



2) Afghanistan- Pakistan 

Border issue 

Pakistan has always 

been cautious of 

Afghanistan to the 

northwest 



Kabul has historically 

refused to just accept the 

border between 

Afghanistan and 

Pakistan, a colonial-era 
artifact from 1896. 

Way back to the 1940s, 

Afghan leaders demanded 

the creation of 

“Pashtunistan,” uniting 

Pashtun territories on each 
side of the border.  



Each Hamid Karzai and Ashraf Ghani, the Afghan 

presidents spoke of sustaining good relations with 

Pakistan but didn’t change Kabul’s place on Pashtun 
unity. 



3) Pakistan’s support to US 
in Afghanistan 

Pakistan assumed a significant position in Afghanistan 

within the 1980s, when it supported the US’ proxy 
conflict in opposition to the Soviet Union, to pursue its 
personal strategic ambitions 



Pakistan hoped to increase its influence into 

Afghanistan earlier than Soviet troops invaded the 
nation in 1979. 

Islamabad deemed Islamist teams the best instrument for spreading 

it’s effect, a coverage that culminated within the rise of the Taliban within 
the 1990s. 



The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan 

in 2001 encouraged secular and 

Pashtun nationalist 

components of Afghan society, 

whom Pakistani leaders noticed 
as being near India 

4) Suppression of 

Pashtuns 



Pakistan sought to suppress Pashtun 

nationalism with pan-Islamist 
ideology.  

Pakistani Islamists supported the Taliban, a lot 

of whom had been educated in Pakistani 

madrassas, due to their shared perception 
system.  



However Pakistan’s army noticed the 
Taliban insurgency as insurance coverage 

in opposition to an India-
Afghan relations 



However Islamabad’s formal denials, Pakistan supplied a 
protected haven for Afghan Taliban insurgents and 

allowed the Taliban management to function out of Pakistan 
for many years. 



5) Increase in 

number of Attacks 

The success of the Taliban in 

Afghanistan has encouraged 

the Tehrik-e-Taliban 

Pakistan, a militant group 

also called the Pakistani 
Taliban or the TTP.  



This group has launched more than 124 terrorist assaults in 

Pakistan (together with suicide assaults) from bases in 

Afghanistan which has led tensions between Islamabad and the 
Taliban in Kabul. 



The TTP attacked the headquarters of the Pakistan army in 2009 

and claimed accountability for an assault on a military college in 

Peshawar that killed 145 individuals, primarily schoolchildren, in 
2014 and many more. 



Retaliatory air strikes by the Pakistan Air 

Power provoked protests from the Taliban 
authorities.  



6) USA’s withdrawal 

The USA may even have saved billions of 

{dollars} in help it gave to Pakistan in return for 

the nation’s failure or, insufficient cooperation in 
stabilizing Afghanistan 



U.S. diplomats discovered the notion of an 

Indian risk to Pakistan via Afghanistan and 

assumed they may persuade Pakistan to alter 
its strategic calculus 

Pakistan didn’t 
anticipate a U.S. 

army withdrawal 

from Afghanistan 
too 



Post withdrawal Biden 

administration has not simply 

extricated itself from Afghanistan; it 

has additionally distanced itself 
from Pakistan. 



7) Miscalculations 

After USA’s withdrawal ,Pakistani officers 
remained optimistic about sustaining effects 

over the Taliban whereas retaining shut ties 
with the US. 



It hoped to emerge as a key lynchpin within the area as 

each the preeminent overseas energy in Afghanistan and 

the primary middleman between the Taliban and the US 
and its allies. 



8) Pakistan’s intelligence Companies’ help 

Because of help from Pakistan’s highly effective intelligence company, 

the Inter-Providers Intelligence, Taliban have gained highly effective 

constituencies inside Pakistan, resembling conservative clerics and 
Islamist political events. 



The Taliban and the Haqqani community, a powerful faction 

throughout the militant group, might have accepted Pakistani 

help for years however don’t want to be Pakistani proxies 
eternally 



8) Pakistan’s provocative actions 

After the Taliban’s victory in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan has carried out a number of drone 

raids and air strikes in opposition to TTP 
targets in Afghanistan. 



Pakistan’s media have steered that these strikes have 
the tacit help of Kabul’s Taliban rulers, although 

Taliban officers have ritually protested Pakistani 
violations of Afghan sovereignty 



10) Baluchistan 

separatist 

movement 

For years, Pakistan blamed the 

republican authorities of 

Afghanistan (and its Indian backers) 

for serving to the Baloch separatists, 

together with by letting them discover 
shelter in Afghanistan 



Over the period of time 

Baloch groups appear to 

have solely gained in 

power, launching a few of 

their most dangerous 

attacks and even 

concentrating on the 

infrastructure tasks of 

Pakistan’s shut ally, China. 



WILL CHANGE OF REIGN CHANGE 

GAME TOO FOR PAKISTAN ? 



After jolting Imran Khan’s government Shebaz Sharif’s 
authority is anticipated to enhance ties with the US 

though the federal government is unlikely to alter 

Pakistan’s coverage towards Afghanistan, which stays 

the purview of the army and the ISI. 



Pakistan may stress the Taliban militarily and economically, 

demanding that they share power with different Afghan 

factions and reverse a few of their most excessive security 

policies.  



However Pakistan’s generals are unlikely to 
embrace that possibility and danger shedding a 

companion of their imagined strategic tussle 
with India. 



WAY FORWARD 



• Revision of Pakistan’s strategy towards Taliban. 

 

• Need for governments to understand the challenges 

related to Taliban and hope to make Pakistan safer. 

 

• Avoid pan-Islamism, jihadism, and paranoia about 

India or Afghanistan. 

 

• Respect neighbours’ Sovereignty  

 

• Strategise business rather than terrorism for 

economic gains (especially in current acute crisis in 
Pakistan) 





Answer- D 

 

Explanation - The 2009 surge in NATO operations in 

southern Afghanistan pushed the number of aircraft 

operations at the base from 1,700 to 5,000 flights a week. 

The numbers meant that Kandahar had become the 
busiest one-runway airport in the world. 



QUESTION 




